Guinness World Record
Project Outline
the Greatest Distance Cycled in Seven Days

OBJECTIVES
In September 2022, it is our intention to break the current world record
for the ‘Greatest Distance Cycled in Seven Days’ by a significant margin.
The Greatest Distance Cycled in Seven Days is a prestigious record,
established by legendary long-distance cyclist Tommy Godwin in 1939.
The current record stands at 3507.82 kilometres (2179.66 miles). Our
estimation, based on data points gathered from Leigh’s previous world
record and predictive analytics undertaken by the Human Performance
Unit at the University of Derby, is that we can break the record by 402
kilometres (250 miles).
Just like our previous record, this significant gain will make others think
twice before attempting to break it.

BACKGROUND
The record has only been attempted seven times and, from our
research, it is open to being significantly broken by taking a proven
scientific approach. In 2018, our team developed an innovative strategy
to break the world record for the Fastest Cycle Across Europe, taking
nine days off the existing record.
Despite the previous successful attempts, our preliminary research has
concluded that all have been compromised by poor preparation and
lack of scientific support. Our team recognise that science, preparation,
support, risk mitigation and a cyclist with the right mindset are
paramount to breaking this record with a significant margin.
As with our previous world record, the attempt will begin on a solid
foundation. Our attempt will be developed and delivered in collaboration
with the proven expertise of sport scientists and data analysts.
Working within Guinness guidelines, we will ensure that every
performance gain is identified and maximised, to achieve the ultimate
human performance.
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THE TEAM
The record-breaking team from our successful 2018 Fastest Cycle Across Europe attempt
are reunited for 2022. Building on data collected from the previous record and their innovative
approach to ultra-endurance cycling, they will develop a testing and training programme to
ensure that our athlete is physically and mentally in peak condition for the record attempt.

LEIGH TIMMIS, ATHLETE
Leigh is the world record holder for the Fastest Cycle Across Europe
and a solo round-the-world cyclist. He has overcome extreme physical
and mental challenges on a regular basis on his journey to becoming
one of the UK’s premier ultra-endurance cyclists. Leigh’s real-world
achievements will be the key to the success of the project.
Leigh Timmis

DR MARK FAGHY, PHYSIOLOGIST

Dr Mark Faghy

Dr Mark Faghy is an Associate Professor in Respiratory and Exercise
Physiology at the University of Derby and an Accredited Sport
Scientist by the British Association of Sport and Exercise Sciences
(BASES). Dr Faghy’s internationally renowned work has delivered
world-class success for athletes in the UK and abroad, and his
expertise underpinned the development of the Human Performance
Unit at the University of Derby.

DR PHILIP CLARKE, PSYCHOLOGIST

Dr Philip Clarke

Dr Philip Clarke has extensive knowledge of sport, exercise and
performance psychology and is also a published researcher in the
area. Philip graduated with a first-class degree in Sport and Exercise
Science from Aberystwyth University in 2010, a Master’s degree in
Applied Sport and Exercise psychology from Bangor University in
2011, and a PhD in Sport psychology from the University of Derby
in 2017.

NICKY GILBERT, DIETICIAN

Nicky Gilbert

Nicky is a Dietitian and Registered Sport and Exercise Nutritionist
with more than 30 years’ experience as a specialist practitioner for
sport and physical activity. She is known for her successful work with
Premier League football teams and Olympians. Nicky is an Honorary
Assistant Professor at the University of Nottingham and is currently
working on novel projects with industry to support health and wellbeing in the workplace.

RUTH ANNESS, PHYSIOTHERAPIST

Ruth anness

Ruth has been a practising Sports Therapist since 1998 and is an
ex-international standard pole-vaulter. She has a BSc (Hons) in
Sports Therapy and BSc (Hons) Physiotherapy and her cutting edge
work has been published in the Strength & Conditioning Journal.
Ruth established Belper Life-Fitness & Performance Physiotherapy in
2010, through which she treats international athletes and enjoys still
being a part of high-level sport.
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AWARENESS AND VISIBILITY
CAMPAIGN
The starting point for our visibility and awareness campaign builds on
the media success from the Fastest Cycle Across Europe. In 2018,
we developed a successful marketing plan targeting national, local,
social and trade media. Throughout preparation, the project was
extensively covered by BBC World Wide, BBC Radio Derby and the
Derby Telegraph. During the attempt, Leigh Timmis’s mixed media
content developed an impressive following on his social media channels
outlined below. On top of these channels, the record-breaking success
story was shared by BBC Online, road.cc and Cyclist magazine, as well
as appearing in the 2020 Guinness Book of Records.
In 2022, we will build on these existing relationships to ensure extensive
media coverage of our attempt.

19,218
Page Views

150
posts across

Leightimmis.com
9-27 September 2018

244,177
impressions

40%
Engagement

The number of times
people had any posts
enter their screen

The percentage of
users who interacted
with our posts

Article
coverage

133,000
video Views

Road.cc article
Cyclist magazine article

BBC coverage

CHARITY

Leigh Timmis has been an ambassador for MQ, the UK’s leading
mental health research charity, for four years. He will be fundraising for
them throughout preparation, during and after the attempt. MQ will be
partnering with our awareness campaign, opening another audience to
sponsors of our project.
MQ social media reach:

75,134
Followers
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28,000
Followers

18,400
Followers

OPPORTUNITY
BE PART OF THE WINNING TEAM
This Guinness World Record attempt is positioned to be convincingly
broken by a fully prepared team with an analysed, structured and
supported strategy. Leigh’s comprehensive endurance cycling
experience, combined with the scientific knowledge of University of
Derby academics and the support team of professionals, mitigate all
risk within human control.
As part of the winning team, we will ensure that our partners are
promoted throughout the duration of the project, including the
preparation and build up to the attempt, as well as during and after the
attempt. Our PR agency have a comprehensive visibility and awareness
campaign ensuring that our sponsors get widespread coverage,
in national, local, social and trade media.
At the heart of the project is a passion from every person and brand
involved, to push the boundaries of human achievement. Be part of the
winning team.

Contact Details
Phone: +44 (0) 7853 291929
Email:

leigh@leightimmis.com

Web:

leightimmis.com
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